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Now you can make
your own real metal jewelry
using silver, copper, bronze, or steel
(even gold) without sawing metal
sheet or soldering pieces together.
Making jewelry with metal clay combines the accessibility of clay with the
look, feel, and value of precious metals and nonprecious metals alike.
Metal clay is the revolutionary jewelry medium introduced
to the jewelry making public in the mid 1990s. Consisting of
a binder in which fine bits of metal have been suspended,
the material is worked like clay, then fired to burn off the
binder, leaving an object of silver, gold, copper, bronze, or
steel, depending on the metal initially present.
In this fabulous e-book, 3 Free Metal Clay Jewelry Projects:
Make Jewelry with Precious Metal Clay, Art Clay and Other
Metal Clays, you will find three metal clay jewelry making
projects that demonstrate how to combine different metal
clays, how to work with metal clay and wire wrapping, how
to make earrings, pins, and rings, and how to use silver,

Married metal
clay ring
by Noël Yovovich

copper, bronze, and steel metal clays. You can make these
projects just as shown, or apply what you learn from the illustrated step-by-step instructions to create stunning metal
clay jewelry designs of your own.
Start with simple and fun mixed metal earrings that dramatically accent steel metal clay disks with bronze metal
clay centers. Create a group of silver clay flowers using an
origami-inspired technique, then wire wrap them into a
charming floral bouquet pin. Move on to a married metals
project to make a wide band ring from silver metal clay with
a contrasting wavy design created with bronze clay.
Whether you want to work only in metal clay or add it to
your other jewelry making skills, you’ll be sure to find these
jewelry designs and projects intriguing, informative, and
inspiring. Get started today!

Merle White
Editor-in-Chief, Lapidary Journal Jewelry Artist
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Mixed Metal
Clay Earrings
Accent steel with bronze
By HADAR JACOBSON
Skills
n

metal clay use

time it took
n

about 5 hours

A

fter firing, steel clay is
significantly lighter than
silver, copper, or bronze.
This allows us to make thick, solid
earrings without worrying about
the weight.
HOUR BY HOUR

Steps 1-12, 30 minutes; step 13, 2½ hours;
steps 14-15, 5 minutes; step 16, 2 hours

Originally published in Lapidary Journal jewelry artist, june 2010

Opening Photo: Jim Lawson
Project Photos: by Hadar Jacobson
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M at e r i a l s
Steel and bronze clay
22-gauge nickel-chromium wire
Tool s
clay tools: Craft sticks or playing

card, rolling pin, circular cutter, clay
shaper
other Tools: Set of diamond plated
burs, round nose and chain nose pliers,
sanding pad, kiln

1

Sources
Tools & materials: Most of the

tools and materials for this project will
be available from well stocked jewelry
supply vendors.

Photo 1 Roll a layer of steel clay, 2 craft sticks (16

2
5
3

cards) in thickness. Cut 2 circles out of the layer,
using a circular cutter, ¾" in diameter. Dry the
circles.
Photo 2 Sand the circles smooth using a fine (150

6

grit) sponge sanding pad.
Photo 3 Find a diamond wheel bur that looks like
the one in the photo.
Photo 4 Use the burr to drill one hole in each

circle.

4

Photo 5 Move the bur around the contour line of
the hole to create an undercut.
Photo 6 Enlarge the undercut by drilling inside

the hole.
Photo 7 Using the smallest ball-head diamond
bur, drill a hole at the top of each earring.

7
mixed metal clay earrings By HADAR JACOBSON
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10

13

8

9

14

11

Photo 8 With round nose pliers, bend a 22ga
nickel-chromium wire into a U shape.
Photo 9 Hold the U shape with the narrow part
of the pliers jaw. Using chain nose pliers, twist the 2
“legs” of the U shape tight.
Photo 10 Cut the twist to about 2mm length.
Photo 11 Insert the twist into the top hole of the

circle.
Photo 12 Seal the hole with clay and dry.

12

15

Photo 13 Fire the earrings in carbon, at 1800°F

for 1 hour.
Photo 14 Fill the holes with bronze clay. Make
sure the clay goes deep into the undercut. Dry.
Photo 15 Sand off the excess clay.
Photo 16 Fire the earrings in carbon, at 1550°F

for 1 hour.

HADAR JACOBSON is a metal clay artist and
instructor. She has published three books about
metal clay and manufactures her own brand of
copper, bronze, and steel clay. You can see her
work or read her tutorial blog about base metal
clays at www.artinsilver.com.

mixed metal clay earrings By HADAR JACOBSON
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Wire Wrapped
Metal Clay
Bouquet
A floral pin in the style of
folded paper.

by Paula Bastian-De Leon
Skills
metal clay basics
wire wrapping
n measuring
n assembly
n
n

R

ecently, I tried using metal clay sheet
to create some origami flowers. The
process was fairly simple and, as I
was happy with the result, I started thinking
about what other paper manipulating ideas
I could apply to metal clay and focused on
quilling.
Quilling is an ancient art form that
creates design using narrow strips of paper
that have been rolled, shaped, and arranged.
It’s very much like filigree, only with paper
in place of metal. I applied a combination
of these techniques with modern paper
manipulating tools to metal clay to create
this floral brooch. I recommend practicing
origami and quilling techniques with paper
before applying them to metal clay.
Originally published in Lapidary Journal jewelry artist, December 2009

Photo of finished piece by Jim Lawson,
all other photos courtesy of Paula Bastian-De Leon
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M at e r i a l s
Silver metal clay: 40 grams
Silver metal clay sheet 1: 6cm x 6cm
Silver metal clay paste
Olive oil
18-gauge fine silver round wire: 3'
22-gauge sterling silver round wire: 4'
Pin back: approx. 1" x 3⁄16"
3 Sterling silver crimp tubes:
2mm x 2mm
Bamboo skewer or manicure stick
Liver of sulfur
Distilled water

4
1

5

Tools
clay tools: non-stick or self healing

mat, acrylic block or roller, playing
cards or graduated measuring slats,
round tip paintbrush, rubber tipped
clay shaping tool, tissue blade or
stainless steel potter’s rib
hand tools: craft knife, pen/pencil,
ruler, 2-3 floral-shaped paper punches
with design measuring approx. 15mm,
pin vise/ hand drill and 1⁄16" bit,
dapping block with punch, hammer,
flat nose and round nose pliers, flush
cutters, small jeweler’s file
finishing tools: fine grit sanding
sponge, superfine grit paper, brass
brush, paintbrush to apply patina,
rotary or vibratory tumbler with
stainless steel shot
other tools: kiln, mini hot plate
(optional), small microwavable bowl or
cup dedicated for liver of sulfur only

2

6
Origami Flower

3

Sources
Tools & materials: Most of the
tools and materials for this project will be
available from well stocked jewelry supply
vendors.

Wire Wrapped Metal Clay Bouquet by Paula Bastian-De Leon

Photo 1 Measure six 2cm x 2cm squares

on metal clay sheet. Cut out squares through
packaging with craft knife.
Photo 2 Fold bottom corner to top to create a

triangle.
Photo 3 Fold right corner to meet middle corner.
Repeat same fold with left corner to make a square.
Photo 4 Fold same points down so their edges
line up precisely with outside edge of square.
Photo 5 With soft, blunt tip, gently open one flap

just created and press flat. Repeat on other side.
Photo 6 Fold top triangles down toward you,

keeping them level with edges of paper.
www.JewelryMakingDaily.com 7
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Photo 7 Using creases made earlier, fold back

(inward) triangles on right and left sides.
Photo 8 Apply small amount of metal clay paste
to top of newly made triangle edges, fold edges
inward to make a petal, and press together for a
minute or two until they stay closed.
Photo 9 Make 5 more petal sections, pasting
3 together at a time. Use a hot plate or allow
plenty of time for paste to dry thoroughly for easy
assembly of flower.

7

11

Photo 10 Paste together both sets of 3 to make a

flower with 6 petal sections and a hollow center.
Photo 11 Cut a 4mm x 60mm strip of clay sheet

and roll into a spiral.
n Check fit of spiral by temporarily placing it into

the open space in the center of the flower. If it is too
small, cut more of the sheet into strip and attach
it to the end of the spiral with a drop of water as
glue. Continue rolling the strip into the spiral until
it is large enough to fit into the center of the flower
snugly. If the spiral is too large, simply unroll it to the
proper size and cut off the excess.

8
12

Photo 12 Use a drop of water or paste at very

end of spiral to close it. Apply paste to bottom
of spiral and inside center of flower. Place spiral in
flower center using tweezers or whatever helps to
wedge in gently. Dry flower on hot plate.
Photo 13 Measure and cut a 4¼" length of fine
silver wire. Using flat nose pliers, grab wire about ¼"
down and make a 180º bend. Use pliers to flatten
bend as much as possible to create more surface
area to fuse with clay. Dip bent end of fine silver
wire into jar of paste and swirl around to get good
coverage.
Photo 14 Gently insert wire with paste on it into
hole in bottom of flower until there is resistance
and stop. Immediately set piece on hot plate to
dry.
n If the hole is closed or too small for the wire to

fit, you may need to use a small needle file to open
the hole up a bit. Do not over-enlarge the hole. You
want a fairly snug fit, allowing the wire stem to fuse
to the inside of the flower. When bone dry, add
paste as needed to correct imperfections.

9

13

14
10

Before firing, finish flower by sanding. Start with fine
grit, then use extra fine for a smooth finish.

Wire Wrapped Metal Clay Bouquet by Paula Bastian-De Leon
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Quill a Daisy
n It is not important to be precise. The goal is to

make a tool that will hold the clay so it can be
rolled without being heavily marred. The advantage
of using a bamboo skewer is that it is flexible and
therefore grabs the end of the clay. However, you
must let the clay dry thoroughly before attempting
to remove the stick or you will lose the inner spiral
of the flower.

15

18

16

19

17

20

Photo 15 With 5 grams of metal clay, roll out a
snake about 3" long on acrylic block.
Photo 16 Using playing cards or graduated slats,
maintain a 4 card thickness and flatten “snake”
with acrylic block or roller.
Photo 17 Even out edges by cutting off rounded

ends to create a relatively even strip of clay. I
choose to eyeball rather than measure for this step.
Photo 18 1" in from left, begin cutting slits at top

of strip of clay. They should be no more than 2⁄3
deep from top and relatively evenly spaced.
Photo 19 Cut away top 2⁄3 of strip from 1" section

without slits. This will become center flower spiral.
Photo 20 Lift edge of strip. Slide into bamboo
skewer. Let clay rest on work surface as you roll it
clockwise. Continue to roll until there is 1 complete
row of petals. Cut off excess petals and use paste
to create a join. Put on hot plate until bone dry.
Carefully remove bamboo stick. Repeat to make
total of 3.

Quilling tool

Make a quilling tool using either a
bamboo skewer or a manicure stick. Use
a craft knife to cut a ½" deep slit on the
flat, round end of the skewer. Cut another
slit about 1mm over from first one; as
knife is at ½" deep mark, try to whittle out
section between cuts

Wire Wrapped Metal Clay Bouquet by Paula Bastian-De Leon
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23

21

24

25

Base and Stem
Photo 23 Use distilled water to dampen bottom

side of quilled daisies and flower pistils with a
paintbrush.
Photo 24 Using about 3-4 grams of clay, make

22
Photo 21 To make pistil, roll out very small

(2-3 grams) snake of clay on acrylic block and
flatten or roll out into strip about 2 cards thick,
5mm-6mm wide, and 40mm long.
Photo 22 Roll strip up into a spiral cylinder. Add

a drop of water to keep closed and set aside to
dry. Make 3.

a small ball and push it into dampened bottom
of flower piece. Smooth seam with a moderately
wet paintbrush.
Cut six 4¼" lengths of fine silver wire. Follow stem
instructions. When bone dry, smooth and refine
all pieces using a fine grit sanding sponge. Place
on kiln shelf for firing.

26

Photo 25 Prepare paper punches by using a
toothbrush to apply a few drops of olive oil to
them. Roll 10 grams of clay into a ball. Use acrylic
block to press down on ball creating disk shape
3-4 cards thick.
Photo 26 Slide disk into punch just as you
would a piece of paper.
n Occasionally, I have had to pry the punch open

a little bit in order to fit the clay in. This hasn’t been
a problem because most punches are metal inside
a plastic housing.

27

Photo 27 Punch out shape and remove excess

clay. After drying, drill a hole in center of each
piece. Refine as needed and place on kiln shelf
for firing.

Wire Wrapped Metal Clay Bouquet by Paula Bastian-De Leon
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Photo 28 Fire all pieces in kiln at 1650º F for 2

hours. Carefully bend out petals of 3 quilled daisy
flowers with flat nose pliers. Burnish fired pieces in
tumbler filled with steel shot. Shape petal sets with
dapping block as desired. Next, slide 2 petals onto
stem of quilled pistil followed by a 2mm x 2mm
crimp bead.
Photo 29 Push crimp bead up stem so it will
hold petals in place when compressed. Repeat
with remaining pieces.
Photo 30 Arrange 7 flowers into a bouquet.

With 22ga sterling wire, begin wrapping stems of
bouquet starting just under flowers. Wrap wire
very tightly several times around stems before
placing pin back finding directly onto wraps.

28

31

29

32

Photo 31 Continue wrapping wire around stems
and pin back, moving downward to secure finding
into position. When it feels secure and you are
happy with way it looks, cut wire and tuck end into
back of piece.
Photo 32 Trim stems at varying lengths. Use

round nose pliers to create a simple loop at end of
each wire. Apply liver of sulfur to entire piece, then
burnish once again in tumbler.

PAULA BASTIAN-DE LEON is a metalsmith
student in San Antonio, Texas. Her work has
been published in Step by Step Wire Jewelry
magazine as well as the 2009 PMC Guild Annual.

30

Vary Texture
or Color
Using texture sheets on silver, bronze,
and copper metal clay gives an opportunity to modify the project as well as
add color to the flowers.

Wire Wrapped Metal Clay Bouquet by Paula Bastian-De Leon
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Married Metal
Clay Ring

An experiment in combining
metal clays
by Noël Yovovich
Skills
n

intermediate metal clay

Photo of finished piece by Jim Lawson,
all other photos courtesy of Noël Yovovich

W

hen the new bronze and copper
clays were introduced, the
mental image of multicolored
metal pieces, combined as easily as different
colors of polymer clay, immediately came
to mind — and was just as immediately
quashed. Interactions among the metal
clays, when fired together, are complex and
not always attractive.
When silver and bronze clays are fired
together, neither clay behaves as expected,
although the bronze and copper are more
compatible than any of the other clays. Their
firing conditions are similar, and though
they shrink at different rates, they do stick
together in firing when combined in their

unfired state, so pieces using these two clays
may be more practical than other combinations. But the process is still not without
firing difficulties, and the contrast between
them is somewhat limited.
Combining copper and silver clays works
very well, within limits. It is necessary to fire
the copper first, then add silver and refire.
The two clays do not fuse together, so they
will simply separate after firing if not linked
mechanically.
This project produces results similar
in appearance to traditional “marriage of
metals” and gets around the special requirements of combining two metal clays with
some sneaky engineering that won’t show

Originally published in Lapidary Journal jewelry artist, October 2009

in the final result. The copper parts that are
visible at the surface are linked by additional
thin coils that end up buried, unseen, within
the silver. It is given extra structural strength
by the use of a seamless fine silver ring liner,
which also eliminates any uncertainty about
the final size of the ring.
It should be noted that when a piece of
jewelry combines dissimilar metals such as
copper and silver, and is worn in intimate
contact with the body, as a ring must be, the
copper will gradually etch away. How rapidly
this occurs depends on the body chemistry
of the individual.
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M at e r i a l s
Copper clay
Low-shrinkage silver clay
Fine silver ring liner
Lavender oil (optional)
Baldwin’s or similar patina
Tools
Layout tools: ruler and pen

1

4

2

5

3

6

Metal Clay tools: small pointed

artist brush, programmable kiln, firing
pan, coconut charcoal, tissue blade or
craft knife
Hand tools: chain nose pliers, files,
rotary tool with bits and/or belt sander

Sources
Tools & materials: Most of the

tools and materials for this project will be
available from well stocked jewelry supply
vendors.
metal clays: Rio Grande,
www.riogrande.com
Baldwin's patina: Reactive
Metals Studio, Inc.,
www.reactivemetals.com
Photo 1 Measure width and outside circumference of your ring liner; multiply measurements
by 1.15. Draw a box using those dimensions.
n This represents the size to make your copper

“squiggles,” allowing for about 15% shrinkage. The
shrinkage is less on an open form such as the thin
“wires” you will be constructing than it would be for
a solid copper form, which will shrink closer to 20%.
Photo 2 Roll out very thin copper coils, allowing

firing copper clay

There is no one schedule that guarantees success for all kilns, but the procedure that
seems to work best is to place copper clay pieces on a kiln shelf or firebrick for the first
part of a two-phase firing. Ramp at 500˚F per hour to 560˚F and hold for 15 minutes.
When the pieces are cool enough to allow handling, carefully place them in a stainless
steel firing box on a layer at least 1" thick of coconut-based carbon, and cover them
with more carbon at least 1" deep. Cover the pan, place it on stilts or bricks in the back
of the kiln, and fire at 1000˚F per hour to 1700˚F and hold for three hours.

some areas to remain thicker than others for visual
interest, and arrange them within box. They should
touch in spots, also leaving room for silver to fill in
between. Allow copper to dry completely.
Photo 3 With fresh clay, reinforce contact points.

Apply a little water with brush, then pack small
amount of clay onto backs of joints to strengthen
them.

Do not flatten them, just hold them in place for a
few seconds to allow them to adhere.
n These coils will prevent the larger coils from

Photo 4 Roll out coils as thin as possible. Brush

popping out of the silver, so use them especially to
anchor small pieces or loose ends.

back of assembly with a little water, then lay thin
coils across larger coils and gently press them on.

Photo 5 Once assembly is stiff enough to handle,
it is ready to fire.

Married Metal Clay Ring by Noël Yovovich

n Your piece should emerge from the firing pan

bright and shiny, and about 15% smaller. It is a good
idea to measure before and after firing as a way to
check that the clay has sintered.
Photo 6 Carefully bend copper assembly bit by
bit to fit around ring liner. Press all parts down to lie
close to liner.
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7

10

13

8

11

14

9

12

Photo 7 Roll out about 8 grams of low-shrink

silver clay into a 2mm thick strip a little larger than
box you drew. Wrap it around ring liner, moisten
overlap, and smooth it together.
Photo 8 Gently open copper assembly just

enough to fit it over silver, then press it back
together, sinking it into silver clay. Press down with
pliers as needed to make it fit again, then smooth
and compress silver clay around copper.
Photo 9 Brush silver lightly with water. Roll out
another strip of silver clay and wrap it over top of
ring, pressing it onto previous layer. Try to eliminate
all air pockets.
Photo 10 Trim silver clay fairly evenly around ring,

leaving enough to cover edge of liner to prevent
silver clay from shrinking too much in width. Clean
off any clay that remains on inside of liner. Allow
ring to dry completely. Fire by your preferred
method.
n Being buried completely in silver clay will protect

copper from oxidation.

Married Metal Clay Ring by Noël Yovovich

REPAIRING PITS

When you have finished
shaping the ring, you may find that there
are pits from air pockets or bits of copper
that broke loose.

Photo a

Photo 11 After firing, ring will look fairly lumpy.
Photo 12 Grind ring down to expose pattern

of copper coils, beginning with coarse file, rotary
tool, or belt sander.
Photo 13 Once you begin to see pattern
emerge, switch to finer grit. Shape contours of
ring into a smooth, pleasing shape. Continue
working through finer grits until you reach your
desired finish.

Photo B Make some oil paste by adding
a drop or two of lavender oil to moist
clay, or instead of part of the water if
rehydrating. Press some of this paste into
any flaws in your ring and refire for no
more than 10 minutes or torch-fire, then
sand the patches smooth.

Photo 14 Apply selective patina to darken only
copper for best contrast.

NOËL YOVOVICH makes jewelry, teaches
jewelry making, and writes about jewelry
making from her home and studio in
Evanston, Illinois.

A

B
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Let us inspire
the artist in you!
With Jewelry Artist you’ll ﬁnd great
jewelry and gem projects in an
easy-to-follow format, columns on
trends and gems, a showcase of
jewelry designs, and a spotlight on a
different jewelry artist in every issue.

PLUS you will:

Subscribe Today
interweave.com/go/bdja
or call (800) 676-4336

• Discover in-depth explanations
on using materials and applying
techniques
• See innovative designs that stimulate your creativity
• Find a new design challenge
• Explore the creative secrets from master artisans
• Learn about cool tools and add to your store of hip tips

Shape the Future of Your Artistry
10 Metal Clay

Jewelry Projects
Best of Lapidary Journal Jewelry Artist

Now you can take your designs further with 10 Metal Clay
Jewelry Projects presented by Lapidary Journal Jewelry
Artist—an easy-to-follow, instant downloadable eBook
with projects handpicked from the world’s longest-running
publication for jewelry-making enthusiasts.
Download this must-have resource today to:
• Get instant access to stunning projects and expert how-tos.
• Master 10 of the most popular designs in Lapidary
Journal Jewelry Artist.
• Create the perfect piece with helpful hints and
step-by-step instructions.
• Skip the guesswork with full-color illustrations
detailed tools and materials lists.
• Use endless variations to create even more
one-of-a-kind designs!

Download your copy today at
InterweaveStore.com/10MetalClayJewelryProjects
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